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Abstract. A  model for texture description, called “Primitive and Point
Configuration (PPC) texture model,” and an estimation method of the
primitive, which is an elementary object for configuring a texture, are
proposed in this paper. The PPC texture model regards that a texture
is composed by arranging grains that are derived from one or a  few
primitives by some modification. The primitive shape is estimated by
the principle that the primitive resembling the grains best should be the
optimal estimation. This estimation is achieved by finding the structuring
element that minimizes the integral of the size distribution function of a
target texture.

1 PPC Texture Model

An image is recognized as a texture in case that a lot of simple objects, relatively
smaller than the whole image, are arranged regularly or randomly, and the extent
of the arrangement seems to be much larger than the actual image size. Various
methods of texture analysis, for example the cooccurence matrix method and
the spatial frequency method, have been proposed [1]. These methods measure
characteristics of a texture by assuming the structure of the repetitive object
arrangement whose extent does not depend on the image size. The measure-
ment of texture characteristics is often employed for texture classification and
discrimination, which are main topics of image analysis.

Our aim of texture analysis is description, rather than measurement. The
texture description analyzes how a texture is generated under a deterministic
or statistical model, and presents a method of reorganizing or modifying the
texture from the results of analysis. We propose a  model of texture descrip-
tion, called ”Primitive and Point Configuration (PPC) texture model,” and a
method of parameter estimation based on the model in this paper. The PPC
texture model is also based on the above observation of the texture. It consid-
ers a texture to be composed by locating grains on an image plane. A grain is
defined as a locally extended figure which appears in an actual texture. We as-
sume that a grain is derived from one or a few primitives by some modification.
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Consequently, a primitive is a model parameter estimated for a texture, and its
shape determines local characteristics of a texture. The PPC model is similar
to well-known Boolean model [2]. However, the Boolean model is based on the
grain location configuration by Poisson random process, while the grains can
be located either regularly or randomly, in other words either deterministically
or statistically, in the PPC model. The grain location configuration determines
global characteristics of a texture. A regular or deterministic configuration pro-
duces a regular texture like woven cloths, and a random configuration produces
a random texture like rough surfaces on natural materials.

An advantage of the PPC model is independent characterization of primitive
shapes and grain configurations. This enables description of primitives indepen-
dently on the configuration or density of grains. Since this model handles global
and local characteristics of a texture independently, it enables flexible modifica-
tions of one characteristic independently on the other. These modifications are,
for example, applicable to the conversion of random textures to regular ones
with the same periodicity for comparison, and the generation of similar textures
by parameterizing the random point process of grain location configuration.

2 Primitive Estimation

Application of the PPC model to practical texture analysis requires a method
of estimating primitive shape and point configuration simultaneously. Note that
there are several possible estimations of the pair of primitive and point configu-
ration for a texture. For example, a binary texture image is constructed by one-
pixel primitive located at every white pixels in the texture, or by a large primitive
identical to the texture itself located at the center of the image. Contrarily to
these trivial estimations, practically meaningful estimations of the primitive are
required to resemble grains appearing repeatedly in a texture. We assume, in
order to achieve this, that grains are derived by homothetic magnification from
one primitive of limited size. If it is assumed that the primitive shape has been
already estimated under the above assumption, the grain location configuration
is derived by morphological skeleton [3][4] using the primitive as the structuring
element. The morphological skeleton is explained intuitively as follows: Suppose
covering the object with preferably large homothetic magnifications of a struc-
turing element in the following way. At first we locate the largest magnification
contained within the object, and cover the object by sweeping the magnifica-
tion within the object. Then gradually smaller magnifications are employed for
covering the residual region until the whole object is covered. The skeleton is
defined as the union of the origins of all the employed magnifications of the
structuring element. The skeleton of the target texture is equivalent to the grain
location configuration, since the original texture is reconstructed by locating a
correspondingly magnified structuring element at each point of the skeleton.

Since the grain location configuration is derived as explained above, we con-
centrate upon the estimation of primitive shape in this paper. Examples of esti-
mated grain location configurations and their modification are explained in the
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other paper of ours in this conference [10]. We have already proposed applicable
estimation methods based on an assumption on the size density function [5][6]
and based on the skeleton [7] in the context of texture characterization. However,
the former ones require an assumption on the size distribution of grains, and the
latter one causes a faulty result provided that the size limitation of a primitive
is large. We propose a novel method based on the size distribution function [8][9]
of a texture in this paper. The value of the size distribution function at size n is
defined as the ratio of residual area of an object by the morphological opening
by the n-times magnification of the structuring element to the whole area of the
object. The value of size distribution function at size n indicates the relative
area of structures that are too small to contain the n-times magnification of the
structuring element.

The optimal estimation of the primitive of a texture in our criterion is the
structuring element minimizing the integral of the size distribution function of
the target texture. The reason of employing this criterion is as follows: If the
structuring element is homothetic to an object, the size distribution function con-
tains only one peak at the size of the object relative to the original structuring
element, and the values of the function at smaller sizes are zero. If the structuring
element is nearly homothetic to the object, the openings by the magnifications
of small sizes produce some residual structures, and some nonzero values of the
function appear at small sizes. Since the optimal estimation of the primitive
should resemble the grains appearing in the texture as explained in the above,
these observations indicates that the optimal estimation of the primitive is ob-
tained by finding the structuring element that minimizes residual structures, i.
e. minimizes the values of the size distribution function at small sizes. Since
the size distribution function is monotonically increasing and bounded to unity
at a sufficiently large size, this is achieved by minimizing the integral of the
size distribution function. Finding the optimal structuring element from a set
of structuring elements with a certain flexibility is achieved by the probabilistic
optimization using the simulated annealing method.

3 Method

We explain the formal definition of the size distribution function, and the whole
optimization procedure using the simulated annealing, in the followings.

3.1 Size distribution function

The size distribution function of size n relative to the structuring element B for
image X , denoted as F (X,B, n), is defined as follows:

F (X,B, n) = A{X −XnB}, (1)

where A indicates the area of the operand if the operand is a binary image, and
the sum of pixel values if the operand is a gray scale one. XB denotes opening
of X by B, defined as follows:
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XB = (X � B̌) ⊕B, (2)

and nB is the n−times homothetic magnification of B. This is usually defined
as follows:

nB = B⊕B⊕. . .⊕B ((n− 1) − times of ⊕), (3)

0B = {0}. (4)

where ⊕ denotes the Minkowski set addition. This definition is, however, incon-
venient since the difference between nB and (n+ 1)B is too large if the original
B is large. Thus we employ another definition in this paper, as follows:

nB = B⊕C⊕. . .⊕C ((n− 1) − times of ⊕), (5)

where C is another small structuring element. The operation X −XnB is also
known as Top-Hat transformation [3].

The integral of the size distribution function, denoted IF (X,B,N), is defined
as follows:

IF (X,B,N) =
N∑

n=0

F (X,B, n), (6)

where N is the maximum size for calculation.

3.2 Optimization by simulated annealing

Our method minimizes the integral of the size distribution function by iterative
modifications of the structuring element. We apply the simulated annealing to
the optimization. The optimization procedure is as follows:

1. Assigning an initial structuring element to B.
2. Deriving the size distribution function F (X,B, n) and the integral IF (X,B,N)

by the above procedure.
3. Assigning a modification of B to B′

i, where i is the iteration index.
4. Deriving the size distribution function F (X,B′

i, n) and the integral IF (X,B′
i, N).

5. Comparing IF (X,B, n) and IF (X,B′
i, N).

6. – if IF (X,B,N) > IF (X,B′
i, N), replacing B with B′

i and go back to the
step 3,

– if IF (X,B,N) ≤ IF (X,B′
i, N), replacing B with B′

i by a small prob-
ability to avoid reaching a local minimum, and then go back to step
3.

7. Iterating steps 3–6 until the replacement of B with B′
i does not occur any

more or a sufficient number of iteration has been carried out.
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We perform a two-stage optimization; The first stage assumes a binary struc-
turing element, and derives the optimal shape of the structuring element by the
above procedure. The second stage optimizes the gray scale pixel values of the
structuring element whose shape is obtained at the first stage. Details of the
binary and gray scale structuring element modifications in step 3 and the prob-
ability in Step 6 are explained in the followings.

Modification of binary structuring element A structuring element used for
the skeletonization is regarded as the definition of unit distance in the sense of the
distance transformation. The distance between each pixel within the structuring
element and the origin is regarded as unity. Thus we modify the structuring
element under the condition that it contains the origin and is convex in the
sense of 8-pixel neighborhood.

We assume at first a binary structuring element, and assume that the number
of pixel composing the structuring element is fixed. The structuring element is
modified at an iteration in the following subprocedures:

1. Choosing randomly one pixel of the structuring element, and altering the
chosen pixel to zero.

2. Choosing randomly another pixel surrounding the structuring element, and
altering the chosen pixel to unity.

3. If the altered pixel violates the above condition of convexity, the above two
alterations are cancelled and the procedure restarts from the former random
choosing. Otherwise this alteration is accepted and the resultant structuring
element is used as B′

i in step 3 of the main optimization algorithm.

Modification of gray scale structuring element The gray scale pixel values
of the structuring element are modified at an iteration in the following subpro-
cedures:

1. Choosing randomly one pixel of the structuring element.
2. Choosing randomly an integer value from the range [−α, α], where α is a

constant positive number.
3. Adding the chosen integer to the value of the chosen pixel.

Probability of the replacement of B with B′
i In step 6 of the main

optimization algorithm, we compare IF (X,B,N) and IF (X,B′
i, N), and de-

termine whether the modification of structuring element is accepted or not. If
IF (X,B,N) > IF (X,B′

i, N), the modification from B to B′
i is always accepted

and B in the next iteration is replaced with the current B′
i. If IF (X,B,N) ≤

IF (X,B′
i, N), the modification is accepted with the probability P (B,B′

i), de-
fined as follows:

P (B,B′
i) =

1

1 + exp( IF (X,B′
i
,N)−IF (X,B,N)
T (i) )

, (7)
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where T (i) is called “temperature” at the ith iteration. T (i) decreases along the
progress of iteration. If the modification is not accepted, it is cancelled.

4 Experiment

We carried out an experiment of the primitive estimation using example textures.
We optimized the gray scale structuring element composed with 9 pixels by
the algorithm shown above. We fixed the parameter α = 10, and defined the
structuring element C in Eq. 5 as 2×2-pixel square. Pixel values of C are all 10
for the gray scale case. We defined the temperature parameter T (i) in this case
as follows:

T (i) = 100 × 0.98(i−1). (8)

We terminated the algorithm at 1000 iterations in this experiment because of the
restriction of computational costs. We tried the optimization several times for
one experiment and selected the best structuring element. We employed a cross-
like initial structuring element as shown in Fig. 1 for each optimization. A square
corresponds to a white pixel in the structuring element. The structuring elements
during the optimization is restricted to be connected and contain exactly 9 white
pixels. Gray scale values of the structuring elements are restricted to the range
of 0 – 100. The constant N in Eq. 6, the largest size for the integration, is set
to 5.

Fig. 1. Initial structuring element.

Figure 2 shows example texture images of 64×64 pixels[11][12]. Each of tex-
ture pairs A-A′, B-B′, and C-C′ is extracted from different parts of a common
texture image. The estimated primitives from these textures are shown in Fig.
3. This result shows that the binary shapes of estimated primitives resemble ba-
sic structures of the textures visually well. It also shows that the estimation of
the binary shapes is almost stable, i. e. almost the same estimation is obtained
from each of the similar texture pairs, and different estimations are obtained
from visually different textures. This result shows, however, gray scale values of
the estimate primitives are less stable than the binary shapes. Table 1 shows the
integrals of the size distribution functions, which are minimized by the optimiza-
tion algorithm and indicate fitness of the estimation. The fitness is higher for
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the gray scale estimation than for the binary estimation in cases of all textures.
These results suggest that the gray scale values obtained by our method are too
sensitive to each realization of the randomness of a texture, and further restric-
tions for the optimization are required to obtain more appropriate modelization
of a texture.

A A B B C C

Fig. 2. Example textures.
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Fig. 3. Estimated primitives.

Table 1. Fitness of estimated primitives.

Example initial S.E. binary estimation gray scale estimation

A 1.9611 1.5639 1.2085

A′ 2.0924 1.6452 1.2515

B 1.9946 1.6630 1.0975

B′ 2.0774 1.7033 1.1141

C 1.1666 1.0129 0.7043

C′ 1.1765 1.0310 0.7178

5 Conclusions

We have proposed “Primitive and Point Configuration (PPC)” texture model
and a primitive estimation method in this paper. The PPC texture model con-
siders a texture to be composed by locating grains that are derived from one or
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a few primitives. If we assume that the grains are derived from one primitive by
a homothetic magnification, the grain location configuration is estimated by the
morphological skeleton using the estimated primitive as the structuring element.
The primitive is estimated based on the principle that the optimal estimation of
the primitive yields the minimum residual structures by openings using homo-
thetic magnifications of the primitive as the structuring elements, and obtained
by minimization of the integral of the size distribution function. Experimental
results of the estimation of primitives have been shown.

The PPC model characterizes the primitive shape and the grain location
configuration separately. This enables characterization of primitives indepen-
dently on the configuration or density of grains. This also enables modification
of the configuration, and assumption of a probabilistic distribution generating
the configuration and estimation of the parameters, independently on the prim-
itive shape. For example, a new texture with the same local characteristics as
the original one and with different global characteristics is generated by preserv-
ing the primitive and replacing the location configuration with a probabilistic
process. The deterministic and statistical modifications of the grain location
configuration are discussed in [10].
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